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Gaze Is 10!

Some of the significant people and events Gaze has covered in its 10 years of publication.
by Allen Cook
At the end of Gaze's lOth year of continuous publication, it seems only

not predicated on who we were sexually, but who we were socially, politi

fitting that we should pause and reflect at what our-community has seen, some

cally, and economically. Soda! institutions reflect a society's values and we

of the accomplishments, some of the tragedies, some of the major issues

are now at a point in our development as a community where we can reflect

affecting us as Gay men and Lesbians.

diversity. Our sexuality is ·no longer the only thing we have in common. It is

Certainly the biggest story of the decade was and continues to be AIDS. . not our only interest.
As the diversity grows, so do the institutions of a society grow to meet new

There were those who argued that we placed too much emphasis on AIDS in

needs. New organizations emerge; old organizations die or change.

these pages- that AIDS was a depressing topic; and, because too manyGays

The social scene inGay Memphis ten years ago was one of private parties,

were affected, it was not a "positive" issue to present. In retrospect, I feel we

of social organizations modeled on the krewes of Mardi Gras, and of very few

delayed playing up the story too long.
Along with AIDS came the story of our community's reaction to the

·

options. Today, some of those options still exist, but there are more- many

ensuing health crisis. We saw the deaths of our friends. We saw the formation

more. 10 years ago, the information and services directory of this newspaper

of a group of people willing to deal with the crisis. We saw individuals

barely took up half a column. Today, it is rich with various organizations,

choosing to make a change in their lifestyles- not by giving up beingGay,

businesses, professionals, services, helplines, and the like.

but by asserting to the so-called "straight" world that beingGay doesn't mean
you have to buy into the image others might have of you.
Overthe years we've seen a resurgence of theGay community. The goal
of creating a Gay Community Center, one of the first stated goals of the
Memphis Gay Coalition, was realized just this year. It is what may become
the most significant development in Gay Memphis in the next decade.
Ten years ago, the Gay community was seen only in the bars and adult
book stores. To become a "real" community, we had to develop social outlets

Ten years ago there was noGay Pride River Ride, noGayFest, noGa�
Lesbian Community Center, no Brothers & Sisters Bowling League, no:

$ay-

Women's Social Group, no ATEAC, ho Phoenix or Lambda Center, no
Tsarus or Wings, and very little else.
Significantly in 1979, Gaze began as a four-page tabloid... the brainchild:..
of MemphisGay Coalition founders Bill Johnson and Ric Sullivan. Today its
average size and printing are five times what it was in the beginning.
It is, we feel, something of which Gay Memphis can be proud.
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Breakfast Club
Bigots
I am sending a copy of a
letter! sent to WGKX-FM 106
radio station. Early on Tuesday,
October 3, 1989, their morning
DJ's, who are called "The
Breakfast Club," made several
derogatory comments in regard
to the recent new law in Den
mark and the Gay Community
in general.
As you will note, I have
suggested that they owe an
apology to the Gay Community
of this area and that such an
apology should be made in
Gaze. I sornehow doubt thatthey
will, but at least they know they

Box 3038, Memphis, Tennes
see 38173-0038. _Phone (901)
-

454-1411 (evenings).

Gaze is non-profit and produced by
volunteers. We assume no liability for
claims made by advertisers. Appear
ance in this publication is not an indica
tion of sexual orientation or identity. We
welcome materials submitted by read
ers, but reserve the right to edit or reject
such materials. Subscriptions are avail
able at $8 a year to cover mailing costs.
Gaze is published 11 times a year by
the Memphis Gay Coalition.
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Allen Cook•John Stilwell
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Bob Dumais•Susan Mackenzie
Vincent Astor•Ken Horton
Becky Caperton
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Bob Dumais• Vincent Astor
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now have at least one less lis
tener.
I enclosed copies of the Sep
tember and October issues of
Gaze in with my letter to them.
I am in hopes that they will
realize that there are a lot more
of us than they think (we are
everywhere) and that we won't
buy products advertised by big
ots!
Hunter Johnston
Memphis, TN
(The following is Hunter's
letter sent to Bob Jones, pro
gram director at WGKX - FM,

KIX 106):
I am writing to follow up on
the conversation we had this
morning in regard to my corn
plaint about the derogatory
comments made by"The Break
fast Club." After telling about
the new law in Denmark which
allows same sex couples legal
status, they proceeded to deride
Gay people in general. Captain
Pat said that it was"disgusting"
and Debbie Montgomery stated
that she never thought about
"those people living that long."
I cannot quote the entire con
versation, partly because I was
so offended that I turned the
radio off, but I can say that
enough was said to make me
certain that it was not said in jest
or good taste.As a Gay man, I will be the
first to say that our Gay Com
munity has a long way to go
befere we find general accep
tance in this or any other coun
try; however, we have made
enough progress to expect bet
ter treatment from the media
than we received at the"mouths"
of your Breakfast Club this
morning. They spoke like there
are not mat].y of us, although to
their opinion, far too many, and
_our progre�s in legal rights in
the countcy of Denmark was
something laughable. On the
contrary, it is something many
hard-working people have
struggled for over many years
and something we have yet to
get accomplished here in a
country that purports to
guarantee Life, Liberty, and The
Pursuit of Happiness. Unfortu
nate!y there are too many closed
minded people who cannot be
happy unless they can dictate to
others their own brand of happi
ness.
Perhaps the Breakfast Club
should take a moment to con-

sider what that legal landmark
in Denmark means to us. Perhaps for just a moment they
could imagine what it would be
like for them if the tables were
turned. Try m think how you
would feel if your spouse was
confined to a hospital's intensive care unit due to illness or an
accident, and you were not allowed to even visit or see the
one you love most in the world,
only because you are not the
legal next of kin. What if you
had to pay twice as much for
health insurance since your
employer does not recognize
your mate of many years as a
legal dependent and therefore
not a partof your insurance plan.
What about joint tax returns,.
inheritance aws, etc.? The list
goes on.
I suppose they might be
among those ignorant enough
to still think that we choose this
lifestyle and therefore deserve
what we get and probably think
that the typical homosexual is
just an AIDS-ridden, unemployed, drug addict who has sex
whenever and wherever he can.
Well, wake up and smell the
coffee, Breakfast Club! Yes, we
have our share of bad apples in
our barrel, but no more than the
"straight" community has. There
is no more a ''Typical Gay" than
there is a typical "Straight "
person.
As for myself, I never decided to be homosexual. I ultirnately decided to accept my
sexuality and, let it not go unsaid, my affectional orientation.

•

If I were going to pick some
thing to be, I would certainly
have chosen sornething safer and
easier to live my life experienc
ing. As I am: I went to college;
I work hard in a professional
career; I earn a good living; I
pay taxes; I own my horne; I
worship in Church and I tithe
10% of my income; I vote; my
lover and I enjoy a monoga
rnous and faithful relationship.
We are respected by our fami
lies and neighbors, and we use
our purchasing power with
discretion.
Economic studies in the past
several years have shown that
Gay men and Gay couples have
a higher than average discre
tionary income (check with the
publishers of U.S. News and
World Report). Would you buy
products advertised on a radio
station which derides you?
I, for one, will not; and I
expectothers feel the same. Your
station has made anti-Gay state
ments and jokes on many occa
sions in the past. This instance
regarding the "disgusting" le
gal status of"those people" was
finally too much. I think your
Breakfast Club owes the Gay
and Lesbian community an
apology. I doubt that most of us
would hear it if it came over the
radio, since we will no longer be
listening to 106; so I suggest
you take out an ad in Gaze, the
local Memphis Gay newspaper.
I enclose a copy for your infor.:
rnation and edification.
(Copies of this letter were
sent to the Memphis Gay Coali-

tion and the Federal Communi
cations Commission as well as

KIX 106.)

Newspaper
Appreciated
As founder and director of
the Gay Christian Support
Group in the Tri-Cities, I would
like to say I appreciate the infor
mation you sent me about Gaze.
We are beginning operation of a
new additional service of our
organization. We have ex
panded to reach out to the Gay
Cornrnunity throughout the state
of Tennessee. We have a spe
cial outreach to those who are
having difficulty dealing with
depression, loneliness, and those
who have considered suicide.
Clients may call or write us.
Clients' identities will be kept
strictly confidential between the
individual and me. We have had
a great response to our new serv
ice. There seems to be a lot of
people who have isolated them
selves from everyone. They are
reluctant to come out and meet
others. We have primarily fo
cused our outreach to the Tri
Cities, Knoxville,Nashville, and
Memphis. I encourage anyone
who has trouble dealing with
these problems to please write
us. We are here to help you. For
more infonnation please con
tact: Ryan Sal er, at P.O. Box
3205, Kingsport, Tennessee
37664. Again thank you all at
Gaze for helping us reach out to
the Gay Community.
Ryan Salyer
Kingsport, TN

y

Congratulations to

On Its_ T_enth Anniversary

/
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Congratulations Gateway
Sweet 16!
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REFLECTIONS
92 NORTH AVALON
(901) 272-1525
-Closed on Mondays•

Disco Downstairs -Showbar Upstairs
Movies & Cartoons Every Night Before Show
. Come Early, Get a Seat & Enjoy a Movie

-October 31-

Giant Halloween Show

SHOW SCHEDULE

Special Time - 11:30 PM
3:00 Cover Includes Beer Bust & Show PLUS
·
Disco Downstairs Before, During, and After the Show

TUESDAY

$3.00 Cover

•

ALSO

Best Costume Contest

.

$3.00 Cover

THURSDAY-11:30 PM BeerBust 8-12
Hostess: Trixie Thunderpussy

12:00 Midnight
1st Prize - $25 Cash + 1 0 Free Passes to Reflections
2nd Prize - 10 Free Passes to Reflections

-

11:30 PM Beer Bust 8·12
TALENT NIGHT - WINNER $25 CASH
Plus Booking for Regular Show

$3.00 Cover

FRIDAY·

Bring You Own Blood-

11:30 PM BeerBust 8-12 .
Hostess: Trixie Thunderpussy
.

$3.00 Cover

SATURDAY- 11:30 PM BeerBustB-12
Hostess: Trixie Thunderpussy
$3.00 Cover

SUNDAY

Memphis'
Only 24-Hour
Gay Bar

11:30 PM BeerBust 8-12
Hostess: Lady Vic

MEMPHIS
AT PLAY
AFTER HOURS

Newly Redecorated Patio
Games, Food, Shows
& Dancing
Also
Cruisin', Cruisin' Cruisin'

1268 MADISION (901) 725-1909
•

HAPPY HOUR DAILY NOON TO 7 PM
Domestic Bottle·- 85¢ ·Draught Glass 50¢·. Setups 50¢

Special HaUoween Show
MONDAY- October 30

•

10:30 PM
MONDAY-Beer Bust 8-12

$3.00 Cover Includes 1st Drink or Beer Bust

Lady Vic- Your Hostess Every Monday

TUESDAY·

Along With Her Special Guests & Regulars

•

Show 10:30

•

Optional Beer Bust $1.00

WEDNESDAY· Optional Beer Bust $1.00

for your enjoyment.
The Wagettes Do It Again!
Good Food, Show &
Lots of Fun.

•

•

8 to 12

8 to 12

THURSDAY All Night $1.00 Domestic Longnecks
•

Watch For Special

Thanksgiving Show & Dinner

$3.00 Cover

·

FRIDAY BEER BUST
•

•

8·12

•

Show 1 :30

•

$3.00 Cover

SATURDAY· BREAKFAST CLUB 3:39A.M. Sunday Morning
$2.00 Cover Includes 1st Drink and Show
Want to be In our BREAKFAST CLUB SHOW?
Just bring your music and be here by 3:30 AM.
See Lady Vic or Trixie
•

B. Y.O.B.

Always after 3:00 AM
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ings, and other attacks against
minorities

across

the

U.S.

FBI Probed Gay Groups

According to a National Gay
and

Lesbian

(NGLTF)

Task

Force

report on anti-Gay

violence m 1988, "Skinhead

attacks were by far the most
numerous and brutal of all [anti

Gay Man Sues Attackers
for Civil Rights Violations
New York- Lambda Legal
Defense and Education Fund has
filed an unprecedented $20 mil
lion suit against members of a
skinhead gang alleged to have

Gay] hate group incidents docu
mented." Even though some
Skinhead factions purport not
to be racist, the vitriolic hate the

while screaming, "Die, faggot,
die." The defendants did not
stop the atta�k until they be
lieved they

had

killed

Mr.

Johnson. As a result of the

brutally beatenRodney Johnson

attack, Johnson suffered a con

of Washington, D.C. solely be
cause he is Gay.

cussion, a fractured skull, frac

The suit, thought to be the

nary contusions,and pulmonary

first in the country against

collapse, as well as severe
emotional trauma.

members of the Skinheads, al
leges violation of Johnson's

tured and broken bones, pulmo

"It is hard for someone not

federal civil rights as well as

present at the attack to compre

assault and battery. The case

hend the incredible hatred the
these gang members felt- and

was filed in the District of Co
lumbia's Superior Court on

still feel - towards me just

Sept. 15. The suit also marks the

because I

first time a victim of anti-Gay

Johnson." "I am completely

violence has sued members of

disgusted by this kind of group

am

Gay,

"stated·

an organized hate group for civil

violence. As a society, we can

rights damages.

not allow hate-motivated
violence by these gangs . to

The

gang

members

are

charged with viciously assault
ing Johnson in a parking lot
adjacent to an area known to be
frequented by Gay men. The
suit alleges that several Skin
heads savagely and repeatedly
struck Johnson in the head and
upper body with baseball bats

continue."
Usually identified by their
shaved heads and militaristic
accessories, and fed by the su
premacy rhetoric of neo-Nazi
groups, Skinheads are believed
to be responsible for a sharply

groups thrive on is aimed at
several minority groups. By far,
though, the. most clear and
common link between all these
factions is their fervent hatred
of Lesbians and Gay men.
In a novel move, the suit also
names the parents of two Skin
head gang members as defen
dants, alleging that, despite
knowledge of the violent activi
ties of the Skinheads, they en
couraged or failed to discour
age their children's association
with the hate group.
Johnson commented� "It is
only the dramatic cases, like
mine, where a person is beaten
within an inch of his or her life,
that most people even respond
with, 'Oh, that's terrible.' These
people are against killing Gays
for being Gay, but not against
firing· Gays because they're
Gay. What they don't want to
acknowledge is that one thing is
significantly connected to the
other."

San Francisco - Rep. Don investigations of modem-day
'
Edwards (D-CA) will lead an
organizations.
investigation of what he calls a 1
However, John Crew, attor
"worthless,biasedsurveillance" ney for the American Civil
of Gay organizations which
began in 1953 and continued

more than 20 years according to
San Francisco's Bay Area Reporter.
The San Francisco Chronicle
reported in September that the
FBiapparently kept Gay groups
and the members under close
surveillance for 22 years. Their
report was based on records
obtained through the Freedom
of Information Act.
Edwards,a former FBiagent,
said, "We've been aware of this

Crew indicated that a numberof regional law enforcement
agencies conducted a "massive
intelligence gathering" in 1984
in which they targeted several
groups, including Gay organi
zations, in an FBI document
titled, Who We're Interested In.
The surveillance was apparently initiated by former FBI
director J. Edgar Hoover during
the McCarthy era and contin
ued at least until 1975. Shilts

activity, and by and large we

FBI memoranda through the
Freedom of Information Act.

have. I am aware of no current
FBI investigation of Gays."
The probe included sending
spies to Gay meetings, photographing activists in Gay
marches, tapping phones of
suspected homosexuals, and
sharing information with govemment agencies, according to
Chronicle reporterRandyShilts.
An FBI spokesperson said
th� t the agency has no ongoing

obtained 4100 pages of internal

Shilts indicated that the 22-year
probe produced no evidence of
criminal activity among Gay
groups.
Among the investigated
groups were One, Inc., an early
Gay magazine published in
L.A.; the Mattachine Society,

and the Daughters of Belitus,
the nation's first prominent
Lesbian group.

rising number of killings, beat-

A

The Memphis Gay Coalition is of
fering these limited edition Gay
Pride T-shirts for only $8 ($7 for
members of MGC). Silk screened
·n purple with a pink triangle, these
100% cotton T-shirts will make the
perfect Christmas stocking stutter
-or buy several for yourself! They
can be purchased at any MGC or
GayRap meeting or by mail (add
$2.00 to cover postage and han
dling). Sizes M, L & XL.

Church For ALL People

405 N. Cleveland, Suite 3
Worship with us this Sunday!
•

•

surveillance of Gays "is not
ancient history."

for several years. My subcommittee has workedlong andhard
to get the FBI to stop this kind of

Ylgape .�w Life Cliurcli

•

Liberties Union, said there are
"strong indications" that FBI

·

MGC
P.O. Box 3038

Worship

Fellowship

•

.
Bible Study

Social Gatherings

•

Counseling

THERAPY GROUPS
Embracing the Special Needs of Lesbians

A

fun place to get to know God and others

..
..
..

Sunday School- 9:30a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship- 11:00a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship-7:00p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Study-7:00p.m.
Call for more information

276-1872

..

Intimate Relationships
Homophobia
Emotional Health
Parenting
Groups for individ1cals will begin Nov.
Groups for couples will begin Nov.

19

12

For more information call:

Beth Causey, M.Div.
Pastoral Counselor
(901} 454-0108

Judge's Code May Include
Ban on Gay Bias
The new code of ethics for

judges will include a ban against
discrimination based on sexual
orientation if the National Gay
and Lesbian Law Association
has its way. Board member
Suzanne Bryant testified in
Washington, D.C. before the

American Bar Association com-

mittee which is currently revis-

ing the ethics code. Ms. Bryant
described the current"epidemic
of violence" against Lesbians
and Gay men "who are often
reluctant to report crimes be-

code prohibits bias based on
race, sex, religion, and national
origin; but fails to mention sex
ual orientation.

Testimony at the hearing
showed that the justice system
is not always impartial when it
comes toLesbians andGay men.
In 1987, Daniel Wan was bru
tally beaten and murdered out
side a Gay bar in Fort Lauder
dale. "That's a crime now, to
beat up a homosexual?"

The

judge later said he was kidding,
but Gay rights groups through

cause they fear they may, like
rape victims, be victimized a

out the country failed to see the
humor. Last year in Dallas,

tern."
Last

in an interview with the Dallas

second time by the judicial sysFebruary, the

ABA

passed a resolution supporting
legislation prohibiting discrimi-

nation based on sexual orienta-

tion in employment, housing,

and public accommodations.

Judge Jack Hampton admitted

Times Herald that he had given
a convicted murderer a light

sentence because the victim was
homosexua.I.
If the Code of Judicial Con
duct is revised to ban discrimi

Now, the ABA is revising the

nation on the basis of sexual on

duct which serves as ethical

able and may think twice before

Model Code of Judicial Con-

guidance for judges throughout
the country. The draft revised

entation,judges will be account
they fail to provide equal justice
under the law.

Hospital To End
PWA
Discrimination
The Whitman-WalkerOinic,
Inc. and Lambda Legal Defense
and Education Fund have an

nounced a settlement of a law

suit against Washington, D.C.'s

Howard University Hospital for

discrimination against AIDS pa
tients. As a result of the settle

ment, Howard has agreed to

adopt a hospital-wide policy

permitting persons with AIDS

or HIV infections to be treated
on all wards and in all rooms of
the hospital. Previously, patients
with AIDS and HIV disease

were refused admission to cer
tain wards of the hospital, in

cluding the psychiatric ward,
and were treated only in isola

tion, in private rooms, or in
rooms with other patients with
HIV disease.
The lawsuit was brought in

Doe to protect her confidenti

ality, was denied appropriate
treatment by Howard Univer

sity Hospital becauseof the hos
pital's policy of isolating pa

care, and creates a false sense of

security for hospital personnel."

The case was ftled against

Howard in

November

1988

tients with HIV disease and

under the federal Rehabilitation
Act of 1973 and the D.C. Hu

psychiatric ward.

prohibit discrimination against

denying them admission to the
"This is an important vic

tory against AIDS-related dis

crimination and for decent
health care for individuals with
HIV," said lead attorney Lynne
Bernabei. "Segregating and
treating patients infected with
HIV differently than other pa
tients undermines effective

infection control throughout the
entire hospital population. It
puts patients at risk of discrimi

nation and inferior medical

man Rights Act, both of which

the handicapped or those per
ceived to be handicapped. Ruth
Eisenberg,

Whitman-Walker

Clinic's Legal Services Direc
tor, said, "With this policy
change, Howard joins other area

hospitals in adopting strong anti

discrimination g u idelines,
which assure that people with

AIDS and HIV infection will be
treated equally in all hospital·
facilities."

federal district court in Wash

ington D.C., on behalf of a 31year-old black woman

1979. 1989

with

AIDS. 1n October 1988, the

woman, identified only as Jane

Happy Anniv ersary Gateway - Show· Me

. Tue. Oct.

16

24 - Miller Genuine Draft
Party Night

Fri. Oct.

28 - Big Halloween Party

Sun. Nov. �2- Aphrodite Presents
"That's Entertainment VIII''
Sat. Nov. 18 - Women of Leather
Club Night for Conductors in Nashv ille

Thank You Memphis Gay Community For Your Continued Supp�rt

Congratulations to Gaze-

10 Years!
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Community Center Update

Memphis Gay Coalition
Elects Officers, Sets Goals
The annual meeting of the
Memphis Gay Coalition was
held Oct. 2, 1989 at the Public
Library atPeabody and McLean.
One of the highlights of the
meeting was the election of
officers and at large board
members. Returning in 1990
will be Ken Horton, president;
Vincent Astor, vice president;
Cecil McLeod, treasurer; John
Stilwell, secretary; and Allen
Cook, at-large board member.
New at-large board members
are Steve Solomon and Marty
Katz.
A discussion of goals for the
Coalition brought out a desire to
return to the purposes of the
Coalition as laid out in the
Organizational Manual which
states the purpose of the Coali
tion as " ...an organization of
women and men working to
gether to educate the general
community and the Gay and
Lesbian community about
human rights issues, to foster
awareness and communication,
to assert rights, and to confront
and work to overcome oppres
sion and discrimination:" To this
end, the Coalition will look into
placing ads in theMemphis Flyer
and in the annual Commercial
Appeal Answer Book. A re
newed outreach to other Gay or
ganizations is also on the Coali
tion's agenda.

The Coalition elected to
continue holding its business
meetings at the public library
rather than moving them to the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center (MGLCC).
The consensus was that holding
the me�tings in the Library
makes a political statement.
Moving to the safety of a Gay
site (i.e. the community center)
was seen as a possible regres
sion in the Coalition's efforts to
be out front and make the non
Gay community aware of our
presence. It was also felt that
potential new attendees might
feel less apprehensive about
·
attending a meeting in a neutral,
non-Gay surrounding (i.e. the
library).
However, MGC has become
the first organization to pledge
an annual amount of $630 to the
Gay and Lesbian Community
Center. This donation entitles
the Coalition to 24 meetings a
year according to the .Center's
donation plan. The Coalition
will move GayRap to the Com
munity Center �ginning Nov.
20th. MGC's annual Christmas
dinner will also be held at the
Community Center on Dec.
18th. The Coalition board may
donate some of its additional
meeting times at the Center to
organizations unable to afford
the $35 per day charge.

by Ken Horton
Your Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center is
now open to serve the needs of
Memphis and the surrounding
area. All we need now is you,
to serve and be served, to
donate, volunteer, support, and
be proud that it is now a reality.
As you can see from our ad on
the back page, we need a few
things to get this center off on
the right foot. If anyone has
anything to donate that would
enhance the center, please call
the Gay Switchboard, 324GAYS, or come by the center
(1291 Madison) on Saturdays
between 12 and 2. Any memo
rial or commemorative gift will
be acknowledged. We are an
all-volunteer center and will
do our best to have someone
on staff at those hours on the
premises. As the supporting
groups in town support the
center, it will be open more
and more often.
This center has a vision that
was three years in the making.
During 1989, we incorporated,
got our paperwork in order,
and leased our center on the
first of October. We will be
getting the place in shape dur
ing October and November for
our grand opening the first
week of December. All Gay
and Lesbian groups in town
are welcome to use the center
with board approval. Copies
of the center's usage policies
and rules are now available
and may be picked up at the
Community Center.
Funding for the Center will
come from those groups which
use it, from donations, fun-

WINGS �LUB NIGH'I
HALLOWEEN PAR'IY
CHAPS

-

111 N. CLAYBROOK

10 O'Clock
'PM

OCTOBER
28
'

BEST COSTUME. CONTEST
GAMES-FUN
HALLOW "WEENIES"·
DOOR PRIZES

dr,aisers, and memberships. For a
$35.00 donation, the center is
reserved for one day, on a first
come, first-served basis, due to
limited space. Those groups
which have reserved a specific
time will be entitled to its exclu
sive use, and to a reasonable use
of the disposables furnished by
the center.
The Gay Ho committee of the
Center will be holdmg a fun
draiser during the month of De
cember to help raise money for
its operation. Membership cards
will be available at the event. We
need a men's chorus for the fun
draiser which, if interest is great
enough and we can get a director
and accompanist, will be the core

of a Memphis Gay Men's Cho
rus. If you are interested in sign
ing up for this chorus, please
come by the center between 12
and 2 on any Saturday or call the
Gay Switchboard Wednesdays
between 7:30 and 11:00 pm.
Remember, this is a place to
serve you! Its existence depends
on service, not on being served.
The staff is working hard, but
we are all volunteers and will
gladly take advice, constructive
criticism, or your recommenda
tions to help serve this area.
Don't hesitate to let us know
what we can do to heip. We will
have more on your opportuni
ties to support this center in the
next issue of Gaze.

Cast ro·r New Play Needed

New Theatre Group to
Showcase Local Talent

Yo, thespians, a new community theatre group is here! The forma
tion of a group was originally discussed during the production of
"Boys in the Band" back in the spring, in an effort to keep avenues
of creativity open to local talent.
Weighing in at 136 lbs. and delivered on the moonlit wings of day
glo pink flamingos, "The Lollipop Guild" came into being on Oct.
15, 1989 in the Emerald City of Memphis. (You figure it out.)
Asking nothing more than a chance to be, or not to be, a source of
tapping into Gay and Lesbian talent in the mid-south, "The Lollipop
Guild" will present its first production after the new year.
Auditions will soon be held to cast four male roles in the upcoming
production of "Battle Scars," written by a local playwright. To
audition for or work on the production, contact Dennis Smith at 3820990 after 6PM for more details.

Brothers & Sisters
Bowling League Standings
The Brothers and Sisters Gay Mixed Bowling League
bowls at Big Daddy'sPoplarPlaza Lanes on Friday evenings
at 9:15PM. The league has 14 teams with four members on
each team. While new teams cannot be added this season,
subtitute bowlers are accepted every Friday night except·
position nights. Five lanes are 'set aside for open bowling, so
stop by and substitute, open bowl, or just watch. We're sure
you'll have fun!
Standings as of Week 6
(October 13, 1989)
·

Team
1. Simply Delicious
2. Up-N-Coming
3. Stiff Competition
4. W K R Bowlers
5. Lois Laners
6. Half-Nuts
7. KingPins
8. Lucky Thirteen
9. Travelin Trojans
10. Goodwinners
11. Just Fer Fun, Hun'
12. Hallelujah Hooters
13. Wray-ettes
14. Mama's Girls

Won
19
17.5
17
17
15.5
l4
12
12
11
9.5
7.5
7
6
3

Lost
5
6.5
7
7
8.5
10
12
12
13
14.5
16.5
17
18
21-

Total Pins
13,485
13,752
13,630
13,394
13,375
13,359
13,519
13,304
13,639
13,264
. 13,166
12,859
13,132
12,892

For more information on the Brothers & Sister� Bowling
League, call Tony or Mark at 726-4890.

Heart Strings Tugs, Raises $40 Grand
A crowd of about 1200
people attended HEART

narrative into an inspirational

STRINGS, Sept. 25- clearly

Actor Larry Riley of Knot's Land

the largest, most elaborate
AIDS fund-raising event in

ing narrated and hosted the show.

Memphis history. Although

of HEART STRINGS was the

evening of hope and healing.

Perhaps the most moving part

immediately after the event.
A group of over 250 volun
teers labored for four months to
prepare for HEART STRINGS.
"It's important that we keep
these people involved," said

organizers had hoped for a sell

appearance of a portion of The

Allen Cook, co-chair of HEART

out of the black-tie optional
event, all ·concerned were

Names

which

STRINGS. "Tllis group consti

brought stunned silence and awe

tuted one of the most commit

pleased

outcome

to the audience. The quilt sec

which could realize as much as
$40,000 for the three benefit
ting organizations.

tion, which stretched the entire
width and height of the prosce

ted, responsible, and effective
groups I've ever worked with.

with

the

Sporting a touring cast and
crew of thirty-five and aug
mented by over 70 local sing
ers and children, the elaborate
stage production suffereq from
a few technical problems in the
first act caused by a short load
in and setup time at the Vin
cent DeFrank Music Hall.

Project

quilt

Our challenge now is how to top

nium was lowered during the song
"l've GotA Name."The name of

this." Among the suggestions
are to bring the Names Project

both local and national people
who have succumbed to· AIDS

Quilt to Memphis for an exhibi

were read during the quilt's ap

tion and to create a local "Heart
Strings-type production for

pearance.
Two other highlights were

1991," said Cook.
A final ac

Sam Baker's rendition of Wind
Beneath My Wings and the

ceeds was not- available at
presstime as not all expenses

Memphis Symphony Chamber

had been paid, but 85% of the
estimated revenue of $40,000

Technicians and crew began

Singers rendition of Sometimes

loading staging, lighting, and

When We Touch.

,

co�tfng

ME:MPH-15
CE:NTE:R fOR
RE:PRODUCTI\1€
H-E:ALTH-

Non-profit Feminist Health Clinic
Offering a A Full Range Of Gynecological Care

of pro

1462 Poplar at McNeil
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
(901) 274-3550

sound equipment at 8:00 AM

On Sept. 24, a Gala Brunch for

will be split between the Aid to
E nd AIDS Committee and the

on the morning of the event.
Normally two days are required

corporate sponsors and buyers of

Memphis AIDS Coalition. Fif

$200 tickets was held on the lawn

teen percent of the revenue is

Tired? Stressed Out?

for setup.

of Galloway Mansion, home of

Try

Built on an allegory of a

Dr. Marshall Koonce, a member

retained by the Design Indus
tries Foundation for AIDS,

mythical town which suffers

of the HEART STRINGS host

sponsors of the event, for distri

the onset of a black cloud which

committee. A champagne cast

bution toAIDS organizations in

makes some of the townspeople

party for $75 ticket holders and

cities not on the 26-city tour.

ill, HEART STRINGS wove
popular songs, dancing, and

room of the Crowne Plaza Hotel

by Ken Horton

Therapeutic Massage

volunteers was held in the ball

Would You Like To Be Part
Of The Memphis Gay
Men's Chorus?

its feet off the ground, would
probably be for the Gay and
Lesbian Community's enjoy
ment only.
Anyone interested in form
ing such a group should come

benefits around town, and it

by the Memphis Gay and Les

There has been some inter
est and talk lately of a Gay

would also serve as a source for

bian

brotherhood and unity in the Gay

men's chorus around town. A

Madison on Saturdays between

men's community. I recently

the hours of 12-2 and ask for the

heard the Dallas Gay Men's

sign-in sheet for the Memphis
Gay Men's Choir. If we can get

recent article in The Advocate

Community

noted that there are seventy

Chorus and was moved to tears
by the courage which these men

our nation, and some of us
believe it is time for Memphis

some possibilities for a direc

have in standing before the city

tor, an accompanist, a

to have one. Such a a group

of Dallas as openly Gay. Such a
choir in Memphis would start out

and enough guys to carry a tune,

could sing at fundraisers and

on a modest scale, and until it got

have an organizational meeting.

good knowledge of the things the
Gay community has to offer, and

a call-forwarding system and
operators are able to stay at home

the Switchboard referral list.

when they operate it. Lists of
legal, medical, and psychologi
Switchboard operators receive

The Memphis Gay Coali
tion will offer Gay Switchboard

know there the Gay bars are,"
Stilwell said.
It is also important to have

rent information.

cal referrals are available. All
a complimentary subscription
of Gaze to assure them of cur

training Nov. 6 in an effort to

good listening skills

recruit new operators for the

comfortable with being Gay or

For more information on

service. The Gay Switchboard
has been in operation for over

Lesbian. According. to Stilwell,
"Some callers are just coming

unteer, call John Stilwell at 454-

12 years. The Switchboard is
dependent on volunteers for its

out and need some positive rein

1411 or attend the training ses

forcement - being able to talk

sion on Nov. 6 at 7:30pm at the

becoming a Switchboard vol

with someone with a sympathetic

Main

when volunteers are not avail

ear is important"

McLean) in Meeting Room A.

erator. All you need is a phone,

Library

(Peabody

&

operation and goes unstaffed

According to John Stilwell,

OFF WITH THIS AD

we will contact everyone and

"Many of the calls come from
visitors to our city who want to

Switchboard Coordinator, it's
easy to be a Switchboard op

$5

piano,

MGC To Offer
Switchboard
Training

able.

For Appointment, Contact
Ms. Bernie Gwyn
Massage Therapist
522-1482 or 522-7054

Center on

one Gay/Lesbian choruses in

and be

"A Touch of Relaxation"

The Switchboard operates on

Become A
Gay Switchboard Volunteer

If you know anyone who needs a basket of food and
paper goods on Thanksgiving or Christmas, let us
know. Just fill out the coupon below and give It to
any Aphrodite member or mail it to:

Aphrodite Baskets
P.O. Box41822
. ·Memphis, TN 38174
Sponsors will be contacted for details
due to limited distribution.
·

Name
_______________
Address
�p
�-���-----__
Sponso(sName
�---------- -_�
Sponso(s Telephone #
_

__

___________
__
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Leather W'Raps' Us In
·Better Understanding

Gay Ho:
"A Country
Christmas"

�odependency - What Is It
And Are You?

appropriate emotional space
between themselves and others.
1bese beginnings are a tall or
der for someone who has spent
a lifetime all balled up with
someone else's feelings, but it
can be done. Individual or faro
ily therapy and supportive self
help groups can assist codepen
dents in separating reality from
fantasy; reconnecting with long
ignored feelings; and learning
new, more appropriate behav
iors enabling them to live posi
tive and productive lives.
Change is never easy, but the
payoff is well worth the effort.
Gone will be the frequent physical complaints and the awful
feelings of inadequacy. In their
place will be a new life and
satisfying relationships.
To determine if you may be
codependent, take this quiz:
Are You Codependent?
1. Do you constantly seek
approval and affirmation?

by Becky Caperton, M.S.
Codependency may be a
catch word of the 80's, but it is
also an important way to describe someone in trouble. A
codependent is someone who
becomes so. involved with another person as to inappropriately put the other person's
needs above his/her own needs.
The codependent person often
appears to others as a capable,
healthy, self-sufficient person,
in control of his/her own life. In
reality, he/she feels insecure,
afraid, and full of self doubt,
needing a great deal of reassurance.
Codependency comes in
many forms and is caused by a
variety of factors. Until recently,
the term codependent was used
to describe those involved with
an alcoholic or drug abuser.
Today we know that codependent behaviors are often found
in families without such a his-

2. Do you fail to recognize
your accomplishments, even
feeling tmcomfortable with
praise or compliments?
3. Do you fear criticism and
go to great lengths to avoid it?
4. Do you often say "yes"

tory. Some of the most common
factors found in a codependent's
family of origin are: overdependent parents, the presence of
compulsive or addictive behaviors; serious mental illness;
overly rigid moral or religious
beliefs; or sexual/physical
abuse, especially as a child.
In response to the stress of
factors such as these, codependents tend to "overdeveiop" in
one or more areas. Some need to
be caregivers or controllers.
Others may become superachievers or super responsible.
Still others, despairing of ever
getting the attention they crave,
may feel chronically frustrated,
rej�cted, and inadequate. To
avoid experiencing these feel�
ings, they smoke or eattoo much,
watch TV too much, or overindulge themselves with material
things.
They react to problems in the
family or in a mate by blaming
themselves. This decreases even
more their already low self esteem. And all too often, the
family or mate will encourage
the taking of blame, thereby
perpetuating this destructive
cycle.
There is a way out! Codependents �u�� learn �here their
.
,respo�stbihttes begif! and end.

�- ��-���).���-t -���:� .�Q: ·���ate
�

·

when you want to say "no"?
5. Have you had problems
with compulsive behaviors?
6. Do you feel more alive in
the middle of a crisis, or when
you are "fixing" someone or
something?
7. Do you take care of others
more easily than you take care
of yourself?
8. Do you respond with anxi-·
ety to authority figures or to
angry people?
9. Do you have trouble main
taining intimate relationships?
10. Do you cling to bad rela
tionships because youfear being
alone?
11. Do you find it difficult to
express your emotions, espe
cially the negative ones about
someone?
12. Do you often mistrust
your own feelings and the feel
ings expressed by others?
If you answered "yes" to as
many as 4 of these questions,
you may want to discuss your
possible codependency with
someone. "Yes" to more than 5
an·.•. mea8s_y ou.are�JUgh ri.s}(.l

.
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by Ken Horton
The September and .October
Those strange and wonderful
. GayRaps were among the most
people who brought you "Gay
enlightening raps we have had
Ho 1989, A Bar Raising" are at
to date. The discussion, led by
it once again, putting together a
Vincent Astor, was leather.
Christmas Show like no other.
As soon as the subject was
Once again the proceeds will
raised, the room was instantly
benefit the Memphis Gay and
buzzing with questions and
Lesbian Community Center,
answers. .
located at 1291 Madison Ave..
One of the major topics was
The shows will be produced
that of misunderstanding. Just
during the first two weeks of
as Gays and Lesbians are often
December at two Memphis lo
misunderstood by the general
cations, yet to be announced.
community, so are we often
The central theme of the shows
misunderstood by each other.
will, of course, be Christmas
Some of the people of the leather
and the delights of the season.
community have been feared
"It is our sincerest wish that we
and shunned because of the bad
can instill a little old fashioned
associations thatsome ofus have
Christmas spirit in everyone that
about what leather represents.
participates and attends," said
.Ho pro This appears to be the same kind
Matthew. Presley, Gay
of misunderstanding that has
ducer. Volunteers are needed to
come out in other raps which we
help make this show the success
have had with cross-dressers or
all other Gay Ho shows have
other sub-groups within the Gay
been.
community.
The people needed include
Among the topics included
performers (both live and lip
in the discussion were brother
sync), set decorators/designers,
hood, runs, and coming o�t. The
choreographers, and assistant
significance of pins, uniforms,
stage managers. The show will
and motorcycles were talked
emphasize the local talent that
about; as were the concepts of
is available, as well as present to
S&M, tops and bottoms, and
·the community, some never
stere0typical beh wior. The
before seen creativity and
October Gay Rap delved deeper
co:ffiedic ingenuity.
into many of these subjects and
If you are interested in being
a part of Gay Ho, call Matthew
So, if you've got a hankerin'
Presley at 458-5965 after 5 PM
Monday-Friday, or all day on to spend a few evenings acting
weekends (answering machine foolish and don't mind taking
direction from a mad mail, call
is always on).
·

·

had the added emphasis of
women in the leather commu
nity.
GapRap is a group sponsored
by the Memphis Gay Coalition
which meets at 7:30PM on the
third Monday of every month,
except June and December. A
discussion is held on a pre-se
lected topic of interest to Gay
men and women. The meetings
are open to anyone. We sit in a
large circle to get to know each
other better, but where a person
can remain as anonymous or
become as vocal as he or she
desires. In addition to learning
and having fun, it is a good
place to meet new and interest
ing people..
If you have a subject matter
that you would like to present or
have presented at GayRap,
please contact me on the Gay
Switchboard on Wednesdays at
324-GAYS or write Ken Hor
ton in care of Gaze.
The November Gay Rap will
take place on Nov. 20. It will be
the first Gay Rap to take place in
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center (1291
Madison). It marks a perm anent
move of GayRap to the Center.
Kerrel Ard. will conduct the

GayRapentitled "Men's Work."
(See related story· on page 9).
to volunteer your energy arid
time, otherwise we'll see you at
the Gay Ho Christmas Show.
Yippee Yi-Yo, Ho, Ho, Ho.

Men's Work
On Nov,

2Q,

deavor
Balance in life.is the ideal:
are best equipped to heal this a balance of public and private
hurting world and each other.
life; of work and play; and of
And perhaps, healthier and more mind, soul, psyche, and body
enlightened men can better coBy a change of our con
exist with equally healthier and
sciousness, the world of others
enlightened women, and each will also be changed
other! Although we· celebrate
The mark of a man truly on
the differences in men and a Quest is that of Integrity and
women, Gay or straight, we Impeccability of Spirit - with
champion equity and justi€e.
himself and with his fellow
The Tamauga Men·�,Counhuman beings
cil is the first formally-:ergan- JThere are forms and tradiized group of men in the::Mid-' tions that transcend individuals
South who are committed to and cultures and which can serve
personal growth and the ideals
as aids and guideposts for the
of the men's movement. What Quest.
. :
.,
the group believes is best told in
We ende�v. f. to
Rrcive our
one of their publications, The lives by explrirlng ur· inner
'
Common Thread.
selves, finding creative outlets,
TheMen'sCouncil is a group and refocusing our activities in
of men bound together by a line with our changing under
common thread. It is held to- standing of the nature or our
gether not by the structures of a selves and our world. We feel
rigid creed or code, but by the we maximize our growth when
common understanding that we we live with joy in the present
are all on a Quest. Our Quest is moment; develop and protect
a personal search for knowl- our own physical well-being;
edge and understanding of our get maximum pleasure from our
physical, intellectual, psycho- sexuality; give spontaneously of
logical, and spiritual nature - ourselves and our belongings to
the fullest experience and ex- others; express our feelings and
pression of our Self, Others, fantasies freely and without
Life, and the Transcedent.
shame; and personalize our re
We share a unique history lationships with others; relate
and experience as men, and withothetsthrough cooperation
therefore are bound in a spirit of and non-ju1gmental shating
brotherhood. Our participating (rather than t.i.rough manipulawith others helps us to receive tion or competition).
We strive to better under
understanding and achieve enlightenment. We have dedicated stand, participate in, and cele
ourselves to discovering- for brate those things which are
the first time and place -the unique to us as men-in-process:
learnings, forms, traditions, and our common history and expe
experiences which foster our riences, perspectives, and tra
own personal growth and actu- ditions. We are strengthened by
alization.
the knowledge and experience
. But, our search is not con- that there are others on a similar
tained within the boundaries of path, and that by sharing our
any single tradition or philoso- journeys we both help others on
phy. Rather, it lies in the collec- their Quests as well as further
tive wisdom and understanding our own."
of all, and is expressed as a
Where does the Gay man fit
single, unique, unified direction into all of this? First, the Gay
in each of our lives. Our search man has similar feelings and
is one to reclaim the total self- needs as other men. Because the
to learn our unique and individ- heart of the men's movement is
ual rhythm rather than be caught an individual quest or growth
in rigid roles and expectations.
journey, there can be no exclu
We strive to celebrate all di- sion of men who may be of a
•

GayRap will

begin meeting at the Memphis
Gay

& Lesbian Community

Center. The topic that night will

•

be "Men's Work" and will fea
ture representatives

of

the

Tamauga Men's Council, the

•

first formally-organized group
of men in the Mid-South who
are

committed

to

personal

growth and the ideals of the
men's movement.- Ed.

•

J

by Kerrel Ard
Society in many ways has
dealt men a difficult hand to
play. Men have taken or been
given control for a long time.
With control comes great pressure not to make mistakes and
never to admit weakness. Also,
with control comes denial or
repression of feelings and emotions, and the ability to easily
hide real and important parts of
the human psyche. Control does
not create healthy people. Men
as a group die younger and are
less likely to seek help for their
problems - regardless of the
severity. And men certainly do
not communicate well about
their feelings, fears, or needs. Is
itany wonder then that our world
is in the mess that it is with so
many less-than-healthy people
"in control?"

�

In the not-too-distant past,
there were wise menand women
in our society who taught the
young how to be healthy, socially appropriate, and spiritually minded. With the dawn of
the technological age, these wise
elders were pushed aside and
have all but become extinct. So,
too, have the rites, rituals, and
experiential ceremonies used by
the elders to teach been all but
forgotten. Such activities were
seen as anti-progressive and not
at all in keeping with the modem age. The legacy of what was
forgotten or neglected was that
a great developmental v.oid was
created in all people.
The emergence of the men's
movement withitsfocuson male
developmental issues is a concerted attempt by men across mensions of ourself: our
the nation to re-capture and strengths and weaknesses, our
regain what they need most.The, achievements and failures, our
men's movement seeks to em-· thoughts and our feelings, as
well as our sensuality.
power men emotionally, psyOur lives are characterized
chologically, and spiritually.
The men's movement- like by a set of common underthe present-day feminist move- standings:
We are not the highest
ment- seeks to discover those :
expression of the life force in
gender-specific activities and
concepts which foster personal the universe
The Highest expression of
growth. It is certainly true that
life is obtained through the
people today who seek to reSearch
discover their emotional, osy·

·•

•

·

·
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maleness.
On November 20th, a repre
sentative of theTamaugaMen's
Council will be leading a dis
cussion at GayRap. The Gay
Rap discussion is not meant to
be· a membership drive. The
Men's Council does not solicit
or seek members. The discus
sion will center on the cbricepts
of the men's movement and
those characterirucs which are
unique to men. The Council
realizes that it is only a local

expression of the greater men's
movement. As such, then, the
Council hopes it can offer an
organizational atmosphere of
respect, integrity, and commit
ment to those men who seek
brotherhood, male support, and
·friendship on their· personal
journey - nothing more and
nothing less. Interested persons
are invited to be part of the
November 20th rap. Seating is
limited, so come early.

"Can I Be Myself Here?"
Therapy groups embracing special needs
In a trusting, caring,

and open atmosphere we

will address questions and problems concerning
intimate

relationships,

homophobia,

emotional

health, and parenting.

Groups for individuals will begin Nov.
Groups for couples will begin Nov. 19
For more information call:

£

12

Beth Causey, M.Div.
Pastoral Counselor
(90 1) 454-0108

§ay
<1Vom£.12.1�
dot!i.al §'r.Ou.p.

Mexican Food Night

·

For date and details

different sexual orientation.
Indeed, one of the founding

membersof theTamaugaMen's
Council is a Gay man. The Gay
viewpoint is a natural and im
portant part of any topic of any
discussion. Three things hap
pen in discussions: 1) the Gay
man can be himself without
exception or holding back; 2)
other men deal with their dis
comfort or open homophobia;
an!13) understanding and broth
erhood are nromoted as each

�Sb ct�nfi{itis ownllrtique
aWl �plrh'ua'f 'tbo1s"--..'l:i.' l-1ite4.�e "'('fs � 'satrtC1Leit3..:n.�ii

in

the lives of Lesbians are forming in November.

Call Lee
at

327-6165

(
�

GDI
. Costur

Tuesday-October 31:

Miss Mess M�mphis Pc

Tuesdays

Modern Music Nights
With Patrick

Wednesdays

Dollar Nights
$1 Cover Charge
$1 Drink Specials

See your favorite
See your favorite

Thursdavs-N,
T1
$'

Thursdays-Novel

Male De
Sundays

Billie Jo Casino Shows

.

.

GDI

I

ON

·THE RIVER

287 SOUTH FRONT ST.
Saturdav-October 28th

Celebrates Halloween
me Contest & Special Show

1st Prize $50 Cash
2nd Prize $25 Cash
st

ageant
?dnesdav-November 22nd

Turnabout Night
�
l

bartender as your favorite drag queen!
drag queen as your favorite bartender!

/ovember 2nd. 16th & 30th

ralent Nights

)75 Cash Prize
�mber 9th & 23rd

ancers

\Take oft

the; .false faae,
friend,
fhey kno/
you. .
..
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"
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conjunction with AZT during
the trials.
.
Most experts agree that no
single drug will cure AIDS and
that a variety of drugs used in
combination will likely prove
effective. Krim said there are
"early indications" that some

. DDI Approved For Early
Distribution

strains of the AIDS virus, resis
tant to AZf, are not resistant to
DDI.

..Washington - The ·Federal ·though there are some poten
government announced Sept. 28

tially serious side effects."

it has· approved early distribution of a promising new AIDS
drug, DDI, despite recent find-

In June, scientists reported
early test results, which showed

ings that high doses can cause

the AIDS virus in patients and
appeared to be less toxic than

severe side effects.
United Press International
·

that DDI(dideoxyinosine)fights

The fir�t national campaign
to educate.BlackGay men about

AZf.

reported that the drug will be
distributed at no cost by Bristol-

However, according to the
National Institute of Allergy and

Myers Co., its manufacturer.
According to the report, it will

tients receiving high doses of

be distributed to patients who
cannot tolerate AZf, the only

DDI during recent tests suffered
painful nerve damage to the feet

government

and in their pancreases.
According to UPI, the plan to

approved

drug

which attacks the AIDS virus.
Meanwhile, clinical trials

AIDS Prevention
Effort Targets -. ...
Black Gay Men

how to pre ent the transmission
of HIV ldcked off in Los Ange
les to coincide with the begin

Infectious Diseases, some pa

ning of AIDS Awareness month.
The campaign is co-sponsored
by the National Task Force on
AIDS Prevention of theNational
Association of Black and White
Men Together- and the Black

make DDI widely available

involving 2600 people with

before fmal FDA approval fits

Gay and Lesbian Leadership Fo

AIDSorARC will be conducted
to determine whether DDI is

in with the growing movement
to develop parallel tracks for

rum.

safe enough to be approved by

testing drugs that may help the

the FDA for more widespread

desperately ill.

use.
"The epidemic of AIDS is

The campaign will feature
five posters and a button advo
cating the use of condoms, under
the

Under such an approach,

fully and must demonstrate
safety and efficacy before it can
be approved," FDA Commissioner Frank Young said in

search (AmFAR) Mathilde

making the announcement
"We believe, however, that it

Krim said "These side effects
are reversible if the dosage is

is important to offer the drug
now to people with AIDS for

reversed or the treatment is
stopped .."

whom the standard treatment

Scientists will likely monitor

[of AZI'] is not an option, even

whether DDI can be used in

Since DDI is still an experimental drug, it must be tested care-

.

.

. ·

. .

"Rubbers

Every

Time." The posters will be dis
tributed in bars, bathhouses, and
other locations across the coun

people with life-threatening
diseases are given access to
promising drugs for free after
they have been found safe, but
before they are conclusively
proved effective.
Chairwoman of the Ameri
can Foundation for AIDS Re

extraordinary, and must be met
with extraordinary measures.

slogan

try. The poster series has been
called "the hottest thing yet for
promoting safer sex among
Black gay men." While this is
not the first time such an idea
has been implemented, the na
tional scope of the campaign is
unique.
Gay men of color still consti
tute over half of the cases of
AIDS among Blacks and His
panics throughout the country.

No Confidentiality Law
Needed Says Bush
Administration
Since many states are tackling the issue of AIDS and HIV
confidentiality with their own laws, there is no need for a
federal law mandating such confidentiality at this time, a Bush
administration official told a House subcommittee Sept. 18.
Dr. James R. Allen, director of theN ational AIDS Program
of the_Public Health Service, reported on a federally commis
sioned study of state AIDS and HIV confidentiality laws in
testimony before the House Subcommittee on Health and
Environment.
'The [Bush] administration studied carefully this report of
the current status of HIV and AIDS confidentiality protec
tions in the states," Allen said, "and we believe that now there
is no compelling evidence requiring federal legislation for
confidentiality protections. That is the administration's posi
tion."
However, Allen stated that if the Congress were to consider
such a law, the administration would "look at it."
'The Centers for Disease Control concluded in 1987 that
hundreds of thousands of Americans should be counseled and
tested for AIDS," said Subcommittee Chair Rep. Henry
Waxman, D-CA, "but fears of breaches of confidentiality
pose a major barrier to getting these people into clinics. We
must work to make sure that this barrier is overcome."
The state-by-state survey of confidentiality laws, man
dated by last year's AIDS omnibus bill, found that by the end
of 1988, all but six states had laws on the books that in some
ways addressed the use and disclosure of AIDS or HIV status.
How the confidentiality issue is addressed, however, varies
greatly from state to state. Tennessee's confidentiality law is
considered among the toughest.
According to Allen, the report found that some states
provide "schemes of protection" for HIV-related medical in
formation, while others provide confidentiality protection
specifically for people with AIDS.
''Typically," Allen said, "they set out a general principle of
confidentiality but go on to permit many types of disclosures
without the patient's consent, reflecting policy choices that
particular disclosures are more important than the confidenti·

ality principle."

The survey also found that most states cover AIDS and HIV
infection as part of existing medical records confidentiality
laws, while only 12 states have comprehensive AIDS laws on
the books.

1\

.

Abuse-Proof
�yringe Invented

'

James Pauls, inventor of the
child-proof cap, has patented a
design for an inexpensive, dis
posable syringe designed to curb
the spread of AIDS and other

...

.. .

.

...

. ...

...

diseases transmitted by sharing

A Halloween Fantasy unlike any other
you've ever experienced

contaminated needles. He re
portedly came up with the idea
of the one-time-use syringe

·

Fri. 27th pumpkin carving contest 9 PMJudging at

1

pm $30.00 bar tab

1

while hospitalized recently.

am

The new syringe is designed
so that the plunger, once de

1 2:30 am
$so:oo cash and $25.00 bar tab

Sat. 28th costume contest

pressed to administer an injec
tion, locks in and cannot be

Sun. 29th beer bust- buffet

pulled out again for a second

AUCTION - SHOW 9pm .
SPECIAL GUESTS: Billie Jo Casino and Lady Vic
Auction to Benefit P.W.A.'s

use. If the plunger is forced, it
pulls completely out of the
socket and the plunger becomes
useless.

Tues. 31st howling happier

·

Pauls is the inventor of the

hour prices - hors d'oeuvres
··

.......

Home-of-·-Tsarus. Glub Nights ·Mont-hly·

"child-proof' cap designed to
. .

·

. )ceep fJ;lllpf�Q fiP}l) ;l�cid.ept�y
opening medicines.
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guests performed. Contestants
appeared and were judged, the
presence of a grand staircase
The spectators were breath

judged fairest of the fairies and

not deter the glittering contest

Kendall,

Tom

Gay drag show in a public place

eral others sat around the kitchen

phis. The large group applauded

less as Miss Terri Woo was

proclaimed Miss Memphis. As
the riotous party continued, Bill

The Miss Gay Memphis
Pageant
By Vincent Astor

�

Nowadays, every major bar
has a title pageant. Some indi
viduals stage independent pag
eants. Titles may be found just
about everywhere. In the era of
Miss Cotton Boll, Miss South
ern Belle,Miss River City, and
Miss (fill-in-the-blank), it is
difficult to imagine a drag-less
Memphis. This month marks
the 20th anniversary of the
great-grandmother of them all
-Miss Memphis. The writer
has discovered that this shim
mering institution has been as
much a source of Gay pride and
the fight to be ourselves, in its
own way,as anything which followed.
In

1968,

Dennis

Belski,

known to his friends at Melina,
shared a big old stone house on

Edd

Smith,

Green, Dennis Belski, and sev

W aldran with several other men.
The house, that had been built
by the Lowenstein family and

had housed the Beethoven Club,
was to be the site of a party like

no onehad everseen... a masked
ball. Set for Halloween night,

invitaqons were sent to every

arrived that night to see many

police and vice squad cars all
around the Guild (now the site

being a definite asset.

A Tradition Revived

vailed.
Spectators and participants

table and discussed the year to
come. The careers of many
performers of long duration, like

RikkiRivera, Lilly Christine and
Melina were about to begin.

That night, a group called Belles
Ltd. was formed.

of Circuit Playhouse). This did

ants from entering the theatre

and performing the very first
in the heart of midtown Mem

wildly
Cagle

when Miss Candace
was crowned Miss

Memphis by Miss Woo and
received one of the most over

laden and campy trophies ever
constructed. The presence of a

number ofRG's (real girls) and

As October 1969 approached,
word passed through the grape

the holiday (remember it was

Guild Art Theatre, then run by

police. No one was arrested,
and Memphis was changed for

vine that there was to be another
pageant. It was to be held at the

Halloween) plus the very large
number of people produced
confusion among the waiting

cover of Halloween, came
dressed as women, the only
occasion when anyone would

Bill Kendall, at the comer of
Poplar and Belvedere. It was

ever.

different place then, the cross

that had taken place in June at a

one who was anyone in Mem
phis... and Gay.
Costumes
abounded and many, under

have dared.

Memphis was a

dressing ordinance was enforce
able and Gay people were still

meeting one another in small,

slightly shabby bars and lived in
constant fear

of

discovery.

Tonight was different. A stereo
was produced and several of the

the most discussed event of the
year, even eclipsing the riots

little dump called the Stonewall
Inn in New York. "But honey,

this is Memphis!"

''They'll

never let you get away with it!"

"So what, we'll be out of jail in
an hour."

will."

"If you'll do it, I

The courageous pre-

Candace remembers that "I
was used to living in more open

Candace Cagle
Miss Memphis 1969
caused a great deal of contro
versy when the entire audience

expected Diana, the first black
performer to participate in such
an event, to win. The judges, in
a surprise move, bestowed the
crown on Edwina Smith, the

places. Back then, there was no

mistress of ceremonies. The
brough-ha-ha which followed

in drag. It was a case of, if you'll

even 20 years later.

dancing and no one could get up

do it, I will. And we did."

The next year, the contest

took place at a bar called The
Hunt on Jackson Avenue.

It

is remembered clearly by many
Many

Memphis

activists

have been proud of the 1980
Southeastern Conference which
made a Gay place out of the

Gay Rap

WHEN YOU'VE GOTA

YOU CAN COUNT ON
US TO DELIVER!

Behind the mask

...

... you may have more
questions than answers.
Topic for November 20
"Men's Work"

$8.00A YEAR

Mail to Gaze; Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038.
Please make checks payable to Gaze..
·

_______

smw

___

�p

____
__

An examination of the
·men's movement"
Monday November 20
7:30PM
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center
1291 Madison

Holiday Inn Rivermont (now
theRiverrnark). Miss Memphis
had preceded them by nine
years. The biggest pageant ever

krewes in New Orleans. Most
of their events were held during
Cotton Carnival but Miss
Memphis remained on Hallow

was held in Holiday Hall, still
watched from a distance by the
vice squad. A documentary film

the Guild and Rebecca Collin

een. 1972's pageant returned to
ger was crowned.

was made of this event (which

The pageant became more

still exists) and everyone who
attended can still remember it

formalized the following year
and began to travel to non-Gay

clearly.

venues. The word "Gay" was

There was ·not even

costume competition was won
byan unknowndrag namedMiss
Endora who paraded down the
runway as Marie Antoinette.
She later became notorious. The
writer still has the dress used to
win that contest.
Of all places, the Frayser
V.F.W. hosted Miss Gay Mem
phis for 1977. By now, a lot of
creativity was being used such
as silkscreened posters and a

The event moved again to
10 North Qeveland when Shari
Turner was crowned Miss Gay
Memphis for 1981.

Vivian

Controversy following the pag
eant caused it to hibernate for the
next two years.

pageant relocated to George's
on Marshall. Brandy Alexan

flict with some earlier written

added to the title and a plaque

hotel staff even came to watch.
They expected vulgarity and got

listing all of the winners was
obtained. The dating system was

glamor. Lilly Christine was re

revised to entitle the winner for

membered for her performance
of "This is My Life" as were

the year following the pageant,
as in Miss America and other

stunning perform�ces byRilcki

major pageants, and has there
fore confused everyone who has
tried to list the winners to ·thi s

rose to fame and fortune out of
a coffm (Spirit in the·Sky). Ask

proclaimed Miss Memphis m

day. That year, the crown passed
to Michelle Marie Hays, Miss

war resulted when she was

The next two pageants were

1971, her true name, Lorretta:
was not used to avoid confu

Gay Memphis for 1974. The
pageant was held at the Ameri

announced, passions were hot
concerning the choice for Miss

Roxie Bleu for 1984 and

Rivera, Diana and Loretta
Morton. Goldie Williams was
handed the huge trophy and

sion. (A pageant called Miss
Cotton Carnival was mistaken

can Legion Post #1 downtown

for Miss Memphis that year.

which was to become the site of
many, many balls, pageants and

Loretta Morton won that title

dances for ·years thereafter.

which was given at the old

Jo Anne Badey became the
first black Miss Gay Memphis
for 1975. The pageant moved to

Holiday Inn Dinner Theatre.)
BellesLtd. gave over the pageant in 1972 to The Queen's
Men, a group founded and char-

the Xanadu ballroom after that
and an ad appeared that year in

tered in the previous year to
emulate the Gay Mardi Gras

Gaietynewspaper. TiffanyBlair
was the winner for 1976. The

new logo and concept for the
programs every year. The pro
gram that year had a paper doll
drag queen complete with con
stwne changes. The winner for
1977 was Laura Lee Love who

anyone who saw it.

A minor

Memphis.Attendance dropped
that year, Gay Memphis wasn't
ready for the foray into Frayser.
George's onMadison was the
site of the next two pageants
with Rachelle Fontane winning
for 1978 and Veronica York
winning for 1979. Peri Silvona

under private ownership when
Raquel Collins won for 1987.

Blake won the 1982 title. at the
same location. Once again, the

Many of the

standing room.

won for 1986. The pageant came

der was crowned Miss Gay
·

Memphis 1983 and a furious
loser crowned one of the judges
with the plaque, now grown
heavy with thirteen recipients.
held at the Pendulum.
Tammika St. John for 1985 saw
the pageant come full circle.
The final pageant under the
auspices of the Queen's Men
returned to the American Le
gion Post #1 and Sable Starr

Though this history may con
sources, much research has been
done to try to make the list of
winners and locations correct. I
imagine that I will continue to
hear wonderful stories about
many of these contests, but /feel
that this shall be the definitive
list.

Have a.happy Halloween

and remember, there's no shame
in wearing a dress. A lot of
courageous people in a much.
more unfriendly time paved the·
way toward freedom with se
quins.

The 1990 Miss Gay Memphis Pageant Will Be held

was the first Miss Gay Mem

on November 10 at Reflections. ATEAC will realize

phis to be crowned at the
Marshall St. location for 1980.

all proceeds. Produced by Tommy Stewart for ATEAC.

1

Show director will beTrixie Thunderpussy.

Miss (jay Memphis Pageant
Friday Nov. 1Oth - 11 PM
The Pageant You Have Been Waiting For Returns After Years Of Absence
A Wonderfu l Evening for �nly $5.00. lnc udes Pageant, Beer Bust (8-12), and
_
D1sco ·Downstairs Before, Dunng, and After the Pageant.
All Profits Go To ATEAC To Help People With AIDS
To Be Held At

�

Reflections Disco & Show Bar
92
·

N.

Avalon (901) 272-7827

Pick up applications now at �eflections and J-Wags
Hostess and Show Director - Trixie T hunderpussy
Deadline to enter Pageant - Nov. 7th, 1989
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people. We attended brunch
(no, we organized brunch) at a
mansion. We sipped charnpagne
and ate delicious food courtesy

•

Relax

of the Crowne Plaza. We helped
raise tens of thousands of dol

"Just the Right Touch"

lars. We were impressed, and
Dateline Memphis, What
Happened When Gaze

People are now recognizing this
same woman in several of the

Turned 10.

It escapes us when our name

and/or journalistic contributions
turned up in Gaze for the first

time. It is, however, our great
pleasure and privilege to tum up

in the 1Oth Anniversary issue.
This is Memphis, early autumn

1989 and you, my dears, are
history.
Artistic Trivia Department

We attended the Toulouse
Lautrec exhibition at Dixon

Gallery and Gardens. on the

perfect night We happened to
be viewing the Elles series of

lithographs, a complete set,
which has as its subject matter
the daily lives of prostitutes. A

new theory,as we were infonned

by one who studies works of art

on paper, is this. The series be
gins with a much-reproduced

lithograph of the Oownesse
Cha-0-Kao (whose name is

derived from a derogatory term).

other lithographs which show

scenes of two women in domes
tic circumstances. Elles trans
lates as a rather murky feminine

form of "They."

Formerly

thought to refer to prostitutes,
some sources now believe it
refers to Lesbians, in whom

Lautrec was interested. He was
friendly with them, and fre

quently in their company. The
name of the Gay bar in Mon

martre of that period is also listed
in some biographies of the artist
as a place which he was seen on
occasion, though we ,know of
no art pieces resulting from any

acquaintance with Gay men of
the period.

Memph.is Is NQtBoring
Department

We began the month by

attending Heart Strings.

We

ate, met lovely cast people,
laughed,cried, and remembered
with an auditorium full of

memphis
BLACK&WHITE
MEN TOGETHER

An Interracial Gay Organization fOr All

statement of Purpose

People

Black and White Men Together of M�mphis, Inc. i� a Gay !nterracial
organization committed to �ostenng supportive environments
wherein racial and cu�ural barners can be overcome �nd the g�al of
human equality realized. To these ends, we engage 1n edu�atlon�l,
political, cu�ural, and social activities _as m�_an� of dealing w�th
racism, sexism, homophobia, and other meqUitles 1n our commun1ty
and in our lives.

we are still tired (watch it,May

Nell). And we helped change

Non-.sexual Swedish/Sports Massage

Memphis forever.
That same weekend, Tsarus
held its annual

AIDA

run.

Around 50 people participated,
and five out of town clubs were

represented.

�

The byword this

year was "visit" as the chilly

Schedules
Monthly
Meetings and Events.
Call for Information
about dates
, and times.

�

I

·�

l't'lon- Fri
3pm. 9jJII
oonly o

and fellowship-of necessity.
Ask David Btilliner how he got
those bra burns, you just won't

ng off stools. She was pre
.:;ented with a sawn off bar stool
so that she wouldn't have to fall

believe it, toots� And�a-goodtime-was-had-by-all. We plan

to see all of t.he local leather
clubs at the Gateway 16th an-

so far. A dramatic recreation of
her triumphal return to the stage
last Labor Day we�kend only

niversary this weekend.

The Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center

proved to us that Granny is

indeed a trouper, and we said as
much. We have lost our hair a

�as christened on October 1 by
an informal Pot Luck Dinner.

time or two but never lost our

We arrived a bit late for the

balance as bombastically and as
dramaticallY. as Granny did,

nibbles but did see several of

the crowd. The support for the

never missing a single word and

center is growing daily,andthere

only realizing what had hap

is a very commendable mixture

pened the next two days she
spent in bed.
Her peppery
speech and spicy temper were

of different types of people and
lifestyles on its board. Why
don't you go over and see it

relived in full by the likes of
Michelle Rollins, Phyllis,

some time. Check the ad.

We are desperately trying to

Tommy Stewart, and Trixie

break bad habits and jumped

into a lightning face to catch the
TrixieThunderpussy Awards.

resented.

We flew away from there to

attend another beautiful back
yard party given by BWMT in

honor ·of their national board
which held a meeting in Mem

phis that weekend. Nick's home

and yard were quite festive, a
number of local organizations

were invited and attended. We
certainly enjoyed meeting so
many active people from all over
the country. The national or

ganization is also 10 years old, if
we remember correctly. Such a
plethora of a.rull versaries!
It's not easy being a Sylph.
There are so many creative spir
its and career girls in the Pi

pettes that scheduling is becom

Thunderpussy. MattieMae had
collected several pages of quot

ing a full time occupation. Jere,

known for their rousing sing-a
long to that David Allan Coe

holiday project. One of their
number sang in perhaps the most

head Pipette, was pouring tea

able quotes, and $458 was pre
sented to A TEAC as a result of
the entire sordid mess.
Jerry, a Wagette of impor
tance, explained that the group
began hanging around together
a good while ago and were well

for us just the other day and
saying that they will embark on
two new projects this fall. They
are undertaking a food drive,
rather than a dinner, for Thanksgiving and plan to collect toys
for Kids With AIDS as their

cuit were there., and several were

song about names. Someone
started referring to them as the

Strings, Sometimes When We

Jo Casino as entertainer of the

gentlemen decided to put �eir
_
effort into a little less dnnking

The actual awards ceremony
was preceded by selected shOrt
subjects, courtesy of the video
projeclor, of the Wagettes'
Labor Day benefit.
Video
embellishments continued

throughout the awards and, yes
Virginia,·we got one too. Many
shining lights._ of �e glitter cir-

Wagettes, and these worthy

year were the two nice on�s.
The Fat Lady came out and dtd
_
her Shelley Winters impressiOn;

though a newcomer to the mael-,
ret show business,she was purty
good. Her mother even ap-

plauded, but did nottip. ATEAC
was given $409 from the be ?efit. The quote of the everung

was, "One ofthese days Tommy
Stewart may buy a *@#1, table
that don't rock."
The next event of note was a
by

the

Wagettes, also for

ATEAC. George Wilson intro-

duced himself as Ralph Edwards
to the goodly crowd and

��an

the procedure of dr amauzmg
_
Granny's life as a senes
of fall-

·

stirring song of all in Heart

Touch. They were represented

in Mr. Southern Leather and,

and a little more fundr�sing.

our psychic sources say, may be
represented in the brand new

·re relied upon when they are

very little about this new Thes

Their
- attendance at events can

•

strom of sequins which is caba-

roast of Granny Weaver held

For details: Call Ed (452-5894), Irwin (726-1461)
or write BWMT/Memphis, P.O. Box 41773,
Memphis, TN 38174,.1_7,73

$10 OFF
SPIEOAl COUPON
377-7701 .rE

�

conditions caused by Hurricane
Hugo prompted much wa�th

OFFICE HOURS

'£.

�:'Just the Right Touch!'���

"honoured"... Lady Vic as most
versatile performer and Billie

. BWMT/Memphis

with

Lollipop League.

We know

not involved in their own proj

pian undertaking, but there is an

cessful these few months and
are planning a Thanksgiving
dinner event forNovember. And

we will at least be informed if

brated their second anniversary
on October 14 with a cocktail

ponder long and hard (well, not

ects. They have been very sue

we say, good luck to them.
Women of Leather cele

party, spQnsored by Chaps; a·
seated prime rib dinner at Zin
nie's East, sponsored by the

article elsewhere. We suppose

there are to be auditions.

And if that gossipin' bunch

of biddies ever invites us to a
GHOUL function, we will
over any of the members, that's
for sure) whether to accept,
decline, or airily ignore.

Even the day we typed this,
we attended the very first local

club· and cordials afterward,
spo
red by the Pipeline. We

service on the annual Episcopal

tors. Four guest clubs were rep

ecumenical prayer service at

�

were pleased to attend as well as
notice several out of town visi

National Day of Prayer for
AIDS. It was a very beautiful
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Calvary Episcopal Church with
the inaugural of a very impres
sive cloth sculpture dedicated
to People Living With AIDS.

November 18. The Officers'
Club is a new group out of Little
Rock. Wings continues to place
for club participation in out of

Bishop Dickson of the Episco

town runs. Yay guys!

pal Diocese of West Tennessee
participated as well as represen
nations including Agape New

The Apartment will have its

special Hallow'een show on
Sunday the 29th at 11 :30.

Black Tennessee here in No
vember.

lovely and talented Ms. Pierce
food very seriously-hot tama

is scheduled to take place on

who won the Beanie Weanie

November 12 to benefit their
annual Thanksgiving and

ans. Don't ever let moi hear,
not even by rumour, that any
body is bored in Memphis. Just

gowns in one season-it's just

within our realm of social me

andering are enough functions

to attend and groups to become
involved with to wear out seven

The Pipeline has an entire
weekend of goodies: a Pumpkin
Carving contest on Friday, cos
tume contest Saturday, its annual

tea pumps. We have not men
tioned every organization in

low'een. Expect the unusual.

1835 Union Ave. Suite 101
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 726-4586

Read this over, Memphi

league boots, much less our little

Auction Benefit on Sunday, and
Whores d'Ouverts on Hal

Midtown Counseling Center

dedicated to the memory of

more than a girl's wardrobe can
handle.

Life Issues'

and Aphrodite will present
That's Entertainment VIII on

Lorretta, but we don't know

tume contests, one on the 28th
and one on Hallow' een. Two

Lady A.

'Dealing With Gay and Lesbian

spook day weekend on the 28th,

David Wiley and Jeff Padgett.

Numbers will have two cos

·

Ta, ta.

presently being conducted to test

advertising Bait Shop specials
daily. We didn't think catching

She is

We are becoming emotional.
We are very proud.

Kim A. Moss, M.S.

the veracity of this accolade.
WKRB will celebrate the

Christmas food basket cam
paign.
This year's show is

serving mixed drinks.

so much to offer it fills more

this size. Just the list, Marie.

Miss Memphis, it's in here

low'een night. They are also
offering catering services.

absolutely everything.

has started taking short order

An Officers' Club Club Night

award at Reflections. A poll is

fish had anything to do with

whoopsie bar is that night. The

Chaps willhosta Wings club
Club Night on October 28 and a
costume contest on Hallow'een.

held on the 31st.
J-Wa g's will be hosting Miss

Lorretta's etc., etc., etc., is

Barbara's will be very quiet
on Hallow'een, as quiet as any

tion in the Memphis Flyer.

someplace. Ask any employee

additional celebration on Hal

2nd alternate was Sharita Man
chester. Watch for the Miss.

musicians, for their nice men

Candy Kiss, second alternate.

Last Stop will hold its cos
tume party on the 27th with an

Miss Sheena St. James. First
alternate was Adrienne Austin,

Congratulations to Martha and
June, regular Thursday night

audacity to write a history of

next month. Read the ad, they .
paid a lot of money for it.

Congratulations to Miss Jr.

fast food variety), and hot
d o gs-available
anytime.

Kirby

Belle title,

J-Wag's while disyere colyumn
is at Miss Printer; more news

Department

les, pizza, hamburgers (not your

Some queen or other had the

Miss Mess Memphis will be

Woman on the Street

than half a page of a newspaper

Naomi Sexton won the Miss

Kincaid was first alternate, and

tist Church. A goodly number
attended.

one has a lot of years behind it.

pageants held in Memphis. This

Southern

Life Church and Prescott Bap

theatre to be themselves, for
once, without hiding. Twenty
years later, the descendent of
that same pageant will be pre
sented proudly in a city that has

GDI on the Ri.ver will hold

its costume contest on the 28th.

tatives from many otherdenomi

Reflections will be hosting
the revival of Miss Gay Mem
phis on November 10. Tommy
is hoping to place it back among
the ranks of the more glittering

K-Mart special, vinyl afternoon

town either. Weall can be proud
of what Memphis has become.
Twenty years ago, a very

frightened

bunch

of

queens

gathered in � Midtown movie
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The Memphis Gay Coalition has
provided services and events throughout
the last 10 years such as Gaze, Gay Switch
board, GayRap, GayFest Picnic, Gay Pride
River Ride, and Christmas Dinner Party. We
need your support to be able to continue pro
viding these services. Join us in person at the
Memphis Public Library on the First Monday
of every month in Meeting Room A. Help us
financially by becoming a member now.

Clip and mail to: MGC, P.O. Box 3038, Memphis,
TN 38173-0038

I'd Like to Join the Coalition as:
A Contributing Member ($5.00)
A subscribing Member (8.00, Includes a Subscription to Gaze)
_A Sustaining Member ($20.00, Includes a Subscription to Gaze)
A Household (2 People) ($35.00, Includes a SUbscription to Gaze)

_

_

_

Name

- ------------------------�Addr� 5
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on Lesbians responding to
AIDS, focusing on the experi
ences of Lesbian care-partners
and those who have lost close
friends and/or family members.

RATES FOR CLASSIFIEDS:
Personal, non-commercial ads
FREE. Limit of 30 words (in
cluding address or phone nwn
ber) and a$2.00 charge for the
use of our P.O. Box. Please
specify if you want to use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are
charged at the rate of 20¢ per
word, ':$J .'(){) minimum. Phone
number-S airiJ zip codes are free.
$2.00-iJ#itional charge for the
use of our P.O. Box. Deadline
for ads is the 15th of each month.
Send to Gaze, Box 3038, Mem
phis, TN 38173-0038.

Beware oflnmate Scams - It is
unfortunate, but some prisoners
will take advantage of Gay pen
pals. Gaze -does not make a
judgement regarding inmate ads,

Want to be in pictures? Be a
.star? The main attraction? Get a
sexual charge? A raise in male
hormones? A day B/4 the cam
era you will enjoy? A standing

GWM, 5'9", 168#, bl/bl, early
40's, sincere, caring, stable.

Essays: (1) should not exceed

ovation for your performance?

Seeks GWM, 22-38, for mov

5000 words, (2) will be edited

Confidential. Call Chris at (901)

ies, dinners, theater, travel, good

but feels compelled to warn its

for grammar, and (3) should

423-1609. Will buy slides &

readers of potential problems.

focus on emotional processes
(love, anger, sadness, fear, sur

slide

times, good. co nversation,
friendship/relationship. Reply

Proceed with caution.

available. Collector, I don't sell.

vivor guilt, etc.); day-to-day

to: Box 38185, Memphis, TN
.
38183.

concrete experiences; and in
teractions with others close to

GWM photographer,seeks part
time lodging in a open-minded

tionwide adlistings. Infopixpak
$3.00: NYWC, 59 West lOth,

the PWA. For more informa

carefree atmosphere to photo

tion or to submit a manuscript,

NYC 10011.

please write: Book Project,1414

graph nude models. Accommo
dations must be reasonable. Call

17th Street NW, #802, Wash

Chris at (901) 423-1609.

Like quiet evenings at home,

Roommate wanted: WF will

fishing, camping. Call (901)
989-5417. Gary.

GAY

WRESTLING

CON

TACTS. Fun/hot action! Na

Literary anthology for, by, and
about Black Lesbians seeking

ington, DC 20036.

Poetry (any form or length) and
Short Stories (maximum 25

Wanted: Tall, dark stranger for
long-lasting relationship. Good

pages). Send unpublished sub

looks and great taste a must.
Signed: Eagerly Seeking Satis-

missions and queries with self
addressed,stamped envelope to:
Terri Jewell, 211 W. Saginaw,
#2, Lansing, MI 48933. Dead

faction. Reply Dept Dept S-11,
Box 3038,Memphis,TN 381730038.

line April 1990.
Expose yourself to the joys of
Submissions sought for a book

October
Sun

film. Slide processing

Box 13, Pascola, MO 63871.

All letters answered.

Moo

-

photography. R/U 18 to 28?

Dependable, honest, WM, 35,
210#, 5'11 ", looking for older
WM to exchange housework,
yardwork for room and board.

share 2 bdrm apt, Whitehaven
_

area. Rent $115 plus half expenses. Must be responsible,

Attractive GWM, 18,brownish

blonde hair, 140#, blue eyes.
honest, no drugs, clean. Refer- Looking for a GWM, 18-25, for
ences. Call 346-7708.
. friendship/possible relationship.
Call (901) 853-8539 Mon.-------

GWM, 20, 6'1", 165#, seeks Thurs. between 10:30 PM and
attractive,20-30 male into body- - 1:00 AM only. Please ask for
building for friendship and/or
relationship. Write to Steve,P.O.

Michael.

November 1989

Gay Community Calendar
The

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Sat
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• ATEAC Board
Meeting, 689

�-�
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• Halloween

��

Weekend -See Ads for

Melrose, 7:00

Special Bar Events
• Wings Club Night,
Chaps, 10PM

�®

��

Benefit & Auction,
The Pipeline, 9 PM
•

§

�

• Memphis Gay Coaliti�
Business Meeting/ Gay
Switchboard Training,

• Halloween

�n

See Ads for
Special Bar Events
• Miss Mess Memphis

n

'

�

�

�

�

n®

nn

Pageant, GDI

�

71

...

Miss Gay Memphis
Pageant, Reflections,
11:00 PM
•

Main Library, Meeting
Room A, 7:30

n�

n�

Aphrodtte
Benefit "That's
Entertainment Vlllw,
WKRB,8 PM
•

n�

.. li§
• Gaze Advertising and

·n(Q)

li71

• Officer's Club (Little

December issue.

�®
Center, 1291 Madison,

Rock), Chaps, 9PM

��

�n

• Gay Rap, Gay &
Lesbian Community

��
-

'

7:30PM
-:--

-�-

Noon -1:30,1291
Madison

Copy Deadline for

n�

n�

•MGLCC Meeting,

��

�§

GWM, 29, 6'1", versatile, dis
creet, and caring. Seeking
GWM, 21-40, who is also ver
satile and caring for a true friend

GWM, 25, 5'10", 180#,mascu
line,attractive,discreet,straight
acting,sensitive,smalltown guy.
Into cars and home. Want same
for

ship/relationship. Phone (601)
489-8023, ask for _Scott. Call

friendship/relationship.

Write AR, P.O. Box 384, Sa

dancing,and spending time with
someone special. Seek friend
with same,possible relationship.
Write to: Dept R-11, Box 3038,
Memphis, TN 38173-0038.

lem, AR 72576.

any time.

GWM, 20 5'8", 160#, bl/bl,

Free Hot Oil Massage. MWM

GWM, 28, 5'11", auburn hair,

newcomer. Seeking GWM, 20-

hazel eyes, shy. Seeks GWM

28, interested in things besides
bars, for possible friendship/
relationship. Send to Dept Z-5,

will give free hot oil massage,

any

your place or send info. Give

age for friendship and

someone 20-30 for a special

name and address. Boxholder,

friendship. Call or write B.F. at
(901) 323-2307 or P.O. Box

P.O.Box 281101,Memphis, TN
38168.

student, art and music lover,

P.O. Box 3038, Memphis, TN
38173-0038.

22993, Memphis, TN 38122-

Exotic GWM, wants to hear
from GWMs, 18 to 35. I'm 19,
5 '9", 140#, blonde/blue. Call
Jeffrey (901) 549-9897 or write

2993.

GWM,19,justrecentlyreturned
from S.F., CA. Looking for

Good-looking, great personal

open-minded men who are into
more than sex. Me: 6', 240#.

ity, well-educated, career-ori
ented professional, 26, 6'2",

Route 1, Box 257 -C, Reagan,

180#, br/hazel eyes, cute smile.
Enjoy all sports,movies, music,

TN 38368.

You: doesn't matter. Call Phil
at 385-8106. Be discxeet.

Energetic 54, 6', 215#, brown
hair, blue eyes. SeekGWM,3555. Desire friendship with a
·

well-educated

businessman

having the following interests:
entertaining friends, cooking,
dining out and/or having drinks
with friends,movies,music,art,
picnics, walking,gardening,oc
casional swimming, and card
games. FA, FP, GA - but flex
ible. Respond to: Boxholder,
P.O.Box 241233,Memphis,TN
38124-1233.

PROFESSIONAL SERV
ICES
Counseling
Becky Caperton, MS: Coun
seling - 327-9758.
The Information and Services
directory is printed as a public
service and its listings are free.
Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed
but have not been charged.

AM and Wednesdays at

RESTAURANTS & BARS
Apartment: 343 Madison 525-9491.
Barbara's: 1474 Madison 278-4313.
. Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook - 7228963.
GDI on the River: 287 S. Front
Street - 526-1038.
J-Wags: 1268 Madison - 7251909.
Last Stop: 616 Marshall - 5254556.
Lorretta's Cut Rate Saloon &
Bait Shoppe: 598 Marshall 525-7130
Numbers: 600 Marshall - 5265553.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar - 7265263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon 272-1525.
WKRB in Memphis: 1528
Madison - 278-9321.
ORGANIZATIONS
Aid to End AIDS Committee
(ATEAC): AIDS Service
Organization - Box 40389,
Memphis 38174-0389 - 7628401, 458-AIDS, or 2720855.
Agape Christian Church: Li
turgical service Sundays at
11:00 AM and Bible Study
Wednesdays 7:00PM - 3461436 or 353-1092.
Agape New Life Church:
Worship Sundays at 11:00

·

Paint Store), Memphis - 2767:30PM - 327-4145.
7379.
American Gay Atheists
Minority Prison Project
(AGA) Memphis: Box
(MPP): For information:
41371, Memphis 38174John Prowett, 1973 Sipes,
1371.
Memphis 38127.
Black & White Men Together ·Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite:
(BWMT): Box 41773,Mem
Box 41822,Memphis 38174phis 38174 - 327-3753, 4521822.
5894, or 726-1461.
National Organization for
Brothers & Sisters Bowling
Women (NOW): B o x
League: 1161 Poplar Ave
40982, Memphis 38104 #15, Memphis 38105.
452-6983.
Colors: Box 1921, Memphis
Parents & Friends of Lesbi
38101.
ans And Gays (P-FLAG):
and Lesbian Parents
Gay
Box 172031, Memphis
Coalition, Inc. of Memphis:
38187-2031 - 761-1444.
Box 40982,Memphis 38174Phoenix (Gay AA): 272-9549,
0982.
276-7379, or 454-1414.
Gay Women's Social Group:
Tennessee Gay & Lesbian Gay
Lee, 327-6165.
Alliance (T-GALA): Box
Into The Light (Women's
24181,Nashville, TN 37202.
AA): Meets Sundays at noon, Transexuals in Prison (TIP):
Thursdays at 8 PM at Mem
information:
For
John
phis Lambda Center.
Prowett, 1973 Sipes, Mem
Kinship: Seventh Day Advent
phis 38127.
istGay religious group - Box Tsarus: Leather-Levi club -Box
171135, Memphis 3818741082, Memphis 381741135 - 754-6160.
1082.
Memphis Center for Repro Wings: Leather-Levi club -Box
ductive Health: 1462 Pop
41784, Memphis 38174lar Ave, Memphis 38104 1784.
274-3550.
Women of Leather: 181 N.
Memphis Gay Coalition
Willett, Memphis 38104 (MGC): Box 3038, Mem
278-9321
phis 38173-0038 - 324GAYS.
HELPLINES
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community
C enter AIDS Switchboard: 458-AIDS
(MGLCC): 1291 Madison,
- 3:30- l lpm.
Memphis 3&104, Mailing
Gay Switchboard: 324-GAYS
address: Box 40231, Mem
- 7:30- l lpm.
phis 38174-0231.
LINC: 725-8895.
Memphis Lambda Center: Narcotics Anonymous: 276Meeting place for 12-step .
LIVE.
recovery programs - 241 N. Rape Crisis: 528-2161.
Cleveland (above United
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
274-7477.

counseling - 454-0108.
Kim A. Moss MS: Midtown
Counseling Service, 1835
Union, Suite 101, Memphis
38104- (901) 726-4586.
Carole Taylor, MS: Counsel
ing - 458-7098.
Northeast Mental Health Cen
ter: 382-3880.
Legal
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At
Law: 100 N. Main, Suite
3310,Memphis 38103 - (901)
525-0417.
Massage
"Just the Right Touch": Non
sexual Swedish/sports mas
sage - 377-7701.
"A Touch Of Relaxation":
Therapeutic massage by
appointment, Ms. BeJitie
Gwyn - 522-1482 or 5227054.
Carpet Care
Lee's Carpet Care: Comriter
cial- Residential,24-hr. serv
ice,free estimates - 327-6 � 65.

I

MISCELLANEOUS'
Airport Adult Theatre: 2214
Brooks Rd E..- 345-0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store:
2947 Lamar - 744-7494.
Fantasy World: 1814 Win
chester - 346-2086.
Economy Interiors: Antiques
- 1466 Madison - 725-9222.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275
Getwell - 454-7765.
Getwell Adult Book Store:
1617 Getwell - 745-9054.
Paris Adult Entertainment

Non-stereotypical, intellectual,
GBM, student, 22 Oean-cut,
Great sence of humor, articu
late, discreet, and stright-act
ing. New to Memphis area; tired
of "double-life" dichotomy of
running with and trying to sepa
rate 2 circles of friends. Seeks
GWM 18-28 with same quali
ties who is not primarily "out
for sex", but rather a rewarding
friendship. respond to Box
holder P.O. Box 81322 Mem
phis, TN 38152

Center: 2432 Summer - 3232665.

GAZE IS ALSO
DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
BUSINESSES
Davis-Kidd Booksellers Inc.
- 397 Perkins Rd. Ext - 6839801.
Men of Leather: Leather shop
- 111 N. Claybrook - 7228963.
P & H Cafe - 1532 Madison
Ave. - 274-9794.
Squash Blossom Market
Natural Foods - 1720 Pop
lar Ave� - 725-4823 & 6105
Sanderlin 685-2293.
Star Search Video: 1264
Madison - 272-STAR.
Tobacco Corner Newsroom:
669 Mendenhall Rd S.- 6823326 & 1803 Union - 7261622.
MEDIA
AIDS Update: Newspaper
published by the Aid to End
AIDS Committee - 458AIDS.
Gay Alternative: Radio pro
gram, Mon. 6:00-7:00 PM,
WEVL FM 90 - Box 41773,
Memphis 38174.'
Gaze: Monthly newspaper
published by the Memphis
Gay Coalition -1Box 3038,
Memphis 38173-0038 - 454I
1411.
The Personals: G�y computer
bulletin board - 300 or 1200
baud - 274-6713.

lOth
Anniversary
1979- 1989

That's Entertainment VIII
November 12
WKRB 1528 Madison·
Show Doors Open At 7:00
Show Starts at 8:00
(Bar Opens at 5:00)
Proceeds Go To Prove Christmas and Thanksgiving Baskets
(See Ad on Page 7)
$3 Donation or Lifeblood Pink Slip
This Production Will Be Held In Memory of David Wiley & Jeff Padgett

YOUR
·,.

:··

MEMPHIS GAY AND LESBIAN
COMMUNIT Y CENTER
NEEDS .

ITEMS

VOLUNTEERS

.. .
·.-:--<>
..

VIDEO CASSETIE RECORDER
LARGE SCREEN COLOR TV
BOOKCASES
FLOWERS
(for Opening Week December 3)
REFRIGERATOR
TABLES
STOVE
SOFA
. TYPEWRITER
PHONE ANSWERING MACHINE
MAGAZINE RACK
REHEARSAL PIANO
STEREO SYSTEM

LIBRARIAN
COUNSELORS
CLEAN- UP CREW
ATTORNEY
ACCOUNTANT
CLERK TYPIST
If you can furnish any of the above, please call the Gay
Switchboard (324-GAYS) on Wednesday nights or
come by the Center, 1291 Madison,between 12-2
Saturdays. We will do our best to have any large object
picked up. Please keep all donations dignified as they
will help represent our community, and call or come by
first in order to prevent duplications. All volunteers will
be asked to work no more than one or two hours per
month.

